AIRGUNS

On Guard
When Pete Wadeson’s
tested the Yukon
SentinelTM 2.5 X 50
Tactical Gen 1 Nightvision
scope he discovered a
quality nightvision optic ideal for
use with an air rifle

W

ith the glut of quality
Nightvision now
entering the country, in
my considered opinion there’s
never been a better time to take
the plunge on your first dedicated
NV scope for air rifle use. I’ve
tested more than my fair share of
units in the past but none have I
kept so long - and wanted to keep
hold of - than the Yukon Sentinel
to give it its abbreviated name.
Brought into the UK by
Yukon’s official importer, Thomas
Jacks Ltd, I’m no stranger
to the company or Yukon’s
product, so from the off I knew
I’d be looking at a decent bit of
kit and now the company has
reduced the price from £579
down to £499.95, so this makes
it all the more appealing.

Build Up
The Yukon Sentinel 2.5 X 50
Tactical Gen 1 is fitted with
a premium grade Gen 1 tube
and uses a combined Weaver &
Dovetail mount, so can be fitted
directly to any air rifle - always a
bonus. The full control layout is
sited to the right hand side of the
unit and very easy to access and
operate - again in my opinion a
must when shooting without a
light source. Measuring

270 X 90 X 100mm and weighing
in at just 1.0kg it’s also compact
and in comparison to others of
its kind much lighter in weight.
The unit takes its power
from 2 X AA Alkaline batteries
housed neatly in a compartment
midway between the operating
dials. However, the battery
compartment is actually
integrated inside the body shell
itself, so it lies flush to the
right side not interfering with
the operational controls. The
Sentinel is switched on with an
easy grip lever found towards the
rear of the unit midway on the
body shell and very easy to find
without fumbling. To operate,
you pull it back towards you
in two stages. The first ‘step’
switches the unit on while the
second turns on the onboard
IR illuminator with honeycomb
baffle which helps the IR to
work to the optimum capacity.
Incidentally, the unit also
comes with a remote control for
stock mounting but gives tube on
/ IR on / Momentary IR on / or of
course constant. It’s also one of
the first Gen 1 scopes to feature

The Yukon Sentinel
Tactical 2.5 X 50
Gen 1 NV scope
is shown here on
its own without
optional extras
The Sentinel
has a host of
optional extras

IPX5 Weatherproofing and for
NV equipment this is a huge
bonus to have for the protection
of the internal circuitry and
all-important intensifier tube.
Another unique aspect of
the Sentinel is that it has a
switchable ultra-fine red or
green illuminated cross hair
reticle. In some instances,
green is preferable as you can

Performance

Fully rigged
up and ready to
go – note extra ‘doubler
lens’ and extra high power IR
fitted to left of unit
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actually see through the reticle
for more precise targeting.
The reticle brightness control
is set at the rear of the unit
almost below the windage and
elevation turrets, and the internal
front focus is accessed by a dial
midway up the sight’s body shell
easily reached when you need to
quickly focus in on the target.

The windage and elevation
controls alter impact by 20mm
@ 100m. This makes it ideal for
setting a precise zero for the
ranges an air rifle is effective
over. A bonus for most air rifle
users is not only the fact it
can be mounted directly onto
standard dovetails but also the
lightness of the sight. The base
is of a size that it can be fitted
on most makes of air rifle that
have protruding magazine
systems without having to add
extra adaptors for eye-relief.
The mount base is set quite
well forward so the scope itself
extends back, so on the rifles
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The full control layout is sited to the right hand side of the unit
and very easy to access and operate - again in my opinion a
must when shooting without a light source

I used it on I found I wasn’t
having to reach forward to place
my eye snugly in the ergonomic
rubber eyecup. The focus dial
has 100m marked on the front
face but I found it struggled to
focus further than 75 yds, but
then again, this is a Gen 1 unit
designed specifically for air rifle
use so no worries focusing in
on rabbits at 25-30yds which
should be the maximum you use
these types of units for when
night hunting. With an optional
extra IR (depending on power)
and doubler lens fitted, it will
identify quarry such as rabbits
out to approximately 70 yds.
As the scope comes as
standard, it can even be focused
down to 4m, so for close to
medium range ratting situations
it will handle this with no
problems. The one dial doesn’t
only facilitate focusing, as like
other units of its kind you alter
both the rear eyepiece dioptre
dial in conjunction with the
main focus control and they
work very well together to give
you a clear sight picture.

Want More
Magnification –
More
Illumination?

to a Weaver accessory rail
fitted on the left of the unit.
If using in reasonable
ambient light you won’t need
extra IR but if you want to search
out further to spot and identify
rabbits at 60 yds before stalking
I’d advice you do fit an extra IR.
The company can supply a variety
of extra IR torches but the best
by far has to be the Cobra Optics
3-step 350mW IR (£249.95) – I
know... ouch – but after having
tried one I can tell you that the
picture is crystal clear and if you
don’t want that much power, or
cost, they can supply similar, but
lower power torches of 150mW
(£149.95) down to the Yukon
100mW IR for (£89.95). The
latter is perfectly acceptable,
and coupled with the units own
onboard IR will increase spotting
range and making targeting
quarry at sensible air rifle
hunting ranges all the easier.

Conclusions
In my opinion the Yukon
Sentinel Tactical 2.5 X 50 offers
the nighthunter a lot for a very
reasonable outlay. It’s light,

The windage
and elevation
controls alter
impact by
20mm @ 100m

precise to zero and is very easy to
use in the field. If you want more
performance you can if you wish
add on those ‘extras’ mentioned
previously as you progress, but
as a base unit - and considering
it comes with a 3 Year Guarantee

- I reckon you’re getting not only
a very good Gen 1 Nightvision
scope but one that offers value
for money from the outset backed
with 3 years peace of mind.
Contact: Thomas Jacks
Ltd 01789 264100

Lens doubler does
make the scope
that much longer
but ups the
magnification
for better
targeting and
observation

The 2.5X fixed
magnification can
be upped a few
notches by using
the optional
‘doubler lens’
which in fact is
classed as the 1.7X
Lens Converter
(£89.95) and
actually raises
magnification to
4.3X. Also, though
it has a perfectly
suitable on board
75mW IR illuminator,
using an extra IR will
up ‘performance’ and
can easily be fitted due
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